Hitachi Inverters

Laundry Industry
The synchronization of washing, drying and
folding activities within commercial-grade laundry
systems is critical. Protect workflow efficiency
by choosing the lineup of A/C Variable Speed
Drives from Hitachi. Proven in demanding
hospitality applications, senior living communities
and large-scale hospitals, Hitachi inverters
have earned a reputation for reliability and
flexibility to adapt.
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Hitachi inverters are the smart choice for
applications that require performance and flexibility,
with all the reliability Hitachi products deliver.
LESS IS MORE

You can eliminate the cost
and complexity of external
controllers by choosing Hitachi inverters.
Customizable firmware helps you
achieve sequencing or operational
parameters without auxiliary equipment.
Additionally, Hitachi drives can be set up
as part of a communication network via
various TCP-based protocols, so you get
a product that is capable of expansion.

TRUSTED

Known to stand up in tough
conditions, you can count on
Hitachi inverters to provide dependable
service day after day, year after year.

EFFICIENCY

Hitachi inverters are
fully compatible with
the latest PMAC (permanent
magnet alternating current)
motors. Pairing Hitachi inverters
with PMAC motors can reduce
energy costs and system space
for the benefit of machine design
and end-user operations.

Features like trip avoidance
prevent unusual, but not
critical load variations from causing
false alarms. This can reduce
downtime and result in fewer
maintenance calls.
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UPTIME

ADAPTABLE

Maybe you’re
end user is
currently serving a single
element in the laundry
system, but sees the
operation expanding to
include more activities
in the future. The
embedded software
within Hitachi inverters
allows you to easily alter
parameters and adapt
the system—an attractive
cost-saver over other
options. Moreover, our
Hitachi drives are already
capable of operating
permanent magnet
motor technologies, so
your machine design is
not obsolete in the next
few years. At Hitachi,
we inspire the next.

Check out additional inverter options at
Inverter.Info@hitachi-iesa.com
or call 980-500-7141

Why Do I Need an A/C
Inverter From Hitachi?

Hitachi drives offer up to 200% of rated motor torque
for those hard to spin loads. Hitachi designs and
manufactures our own internal components to provide
unmatched reliability. Additionally, Hitachi drives are
designed for 10 years of service, therefore your brand
reputation is safe using our Hitachi drives.

Easy Setup and Support
You Can Count On
SETUP

Our innovative and intuitive keyboard makes navigating
through the operational settings easy and highly
informative due to a spoken language-based display.

SUPPORT

Before choosing Hitachi, a detailed consult with an
expert to help you select the most cost-effective inverter
solution. After installation and training, and throughout
the life of the product, we’ve got your back with
unmatched support.
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